Testing of patients with genetics-related disorders is in progress of shifting from single gene assays to 23 gene panel sequencing, whole-exome sequencing (WES) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS). 24
INTRODUCTION 37
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has revolutionized the way genetic laboratories and research 38 groups operate and perform their genomic analyses. First, genetic testing of patients for hereditary 39 disorders has shifted from single gene assays to gene panel sequencing, and then to whole-exome 40 sequencing (WES) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS) [1] [2] [3] . Human WGS allows detection of disease 41 causing variants in both protein encoding-and non-coding regions of the genome 4 , with the prospect 42 of being gradually implemented as a major tool in precision medicine 5 . 43
An overview of the literature (Supplementary Information 1 and 2) highlights the most common 44 applications of WGS in a medical setting (Figure 1 ). WGS is nowadays used for a spectrum of 45 genetics-related disorders: in particular monogenic disorders and genomic syndromes 3 but also a wide 46 3 range of diseases with complex inheritance, such as sporadic cancer 6,7 , heart diseases 8 , respiratory tract 47 diseases 9 , diabetes 10 and psychiatric conditions 11 . The number of original research articles in PubMed 48 relevant for "human whole genome sequencing" constantly rises and nearly tripled in the last 5 years 49 ( Supplementary Information 3) . 50
However, before human WGS can become fully integrated in routine clinical diagnostics, there is an 51 urgent need to improve and standardize the bioinformatics methods that are used in the analysis of 52 WGS data. In general, the current workflow includes the following steps: quality control, alignment of 53 raw data to a reference genome, variant calling (germline and/or somatic), annotation of variants, 54 filtering of variants, data visualization and reporting ( Figure 2 ). With respect to the types of genetic 55 variation, single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and short indels are commonly called, whereas structural 56 variants (SVs) and copy number variants (CNVs) have proven more challenging to detect in WGS 57 data 12 . 58 Most studies that apply WGS data to search for genetic causes of monogenic disorders conduct variant 59 calling by the gold standard GATK pipeline 13,14 , supported by somatic variant callers in cancer 60 studies 15 (see Figure 2 ). In this work we focus on single nucleotide variants, with the intention to 61 evaluate structural and copy number variants in the future. Variant calling must be precise, adequate to 62 WGS coverage and to the type of experiment. Despite recent advances in computational analysis, 63 some parts of the workflow still require refinement. Among possible approaches towards 64 improvement, utilization of deep learning seems to be very promising. 65 Information 4) . In this study, we confirm the results of PrecisionFDA Truth Challenge, demonstrating that the new 135
DeepVariant tool is currently the most accurate variant caller available and therefore has great 136 potential for implementation in routine genome diagnostics. Interestingly, this TensorFlow machine 137 learning-based method outperforms the latest version of GATK -a gold standard method that was first 138 published in 2010 13 . The DeepVariant algorithm takes pictures of aligned reads and then uses machine 139 learning to decide about the presence and the type of each variant. This novel method is an interesting 140 alternative to previously used approaches, which are mainly based on counting reads with alternative 141 sequence in a certain genomic position (GATK, SpeedSeq and others). 142
The DeepVariant SNV and indel calling F1 performance scores obtained in our analysis are lower than 143 those obtained in the FDA Challenge: 0.981 versus 0.999 and 0.94 versus 0.99, respectively. Raw data 144 filtering and optimization of caller parameters are essential for variant calling outcome 19-21 , and to 145 provide a reliable benchmark we decided to follow the instructions that were available on the authors 146 websites (links are listed in the Methods section). We provide all our raw data and variant calls along 147 with source code available for scientific community discussion. 148
Interestingly, DeepVariant proved to be the most precise caller, irrespectively of sequence coverage. 149
As an example, the F-Scores obtained by DeepVariant at 15× were comparable to SpeedSeq at 30×. 150
This suggests that the application of a high precision caller can markedly reduce the cost of 151 sequencing consumables while keeping the same performance. Furthermore, at lower coverage, 152 It is important to notice that local setup of the DeepVariant tool on an offline Unix machine was trivial 158 when following the authors instructions: using a portable Docker container or building from source. 159
With regards to the complexity of the computational resources for running all the tools, our experience 160 showed that 8 core machines with 16GB RAM was the minimum hardware setting to run a WGS 161 pipeline. In such a setting, the complete WGS analyses would usually take from 24 to 48 hours. 
Variant filtering and annotation 202
Variant filtering for coding sequences of the genome was performed using bedtools intersect 25 
